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STAGE PLOT

 

CHANNEL LIST 
 

 Instrument Microphone suggested   

1 KICK B52 / D6   

2 SNARE SM57 / 15   

3 HI-HAT + TAMBOURINE KM184 / SM57   

4 FLOOR TOM  E604 / 421 / D4   

5 OHR ICM184 / SM81   

6 OHL ICM184 / SM81   

7 GUITARE AMP ORANGE  E906 / SM57   

8 GUITARE AMP VOX AC15 E906 / SM57   

9 LEAD VOICE 1 SHURE 520 DX (provided) DI  

10 LEAD VOICE 2 SM57  Slap back echo effect 

11 CHORUS VOICE SM58  Slap back echo effect 

12 SAMPLER RIGHT LINE  DI  

13 SAMPLER LEFT LINE  DI  
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2 MUSICIANS:  
- 1 singer - guitarist / *SHERIFF MOULOUD 

- 1 drummer - chorus / *EL ZORRO LOCO 
Live Set : minimum 35 min, maximum 1h15 

ONLY BY NIGHT 
PA 

- The sound system must be power adapted to the venue. It must be arranged 

to obtain a homogeneous cover of the public, they cannot be placed behind the 

group (to avoid larsen effect with the space echo) 

- Subwoofers essential.  

- Equalizer 2x31 good quality going out of it from the bus Master's, even if 

digital console. 

 

RETURNS / RETURNS 

2 circuits on auxiliary sending, equalized in 1/3 of octave on 2 identical wedges 

of brand and quality recognized. 

 

 SOUNDCHECK  

- Installation and soundcheck: minimum 30 minutes.  

Soundcheck are possible only in case we can leave our backline on scene and 

ready to play. Where necessary, the group will content itself with a line-check 

30 minutes max. before the concert. 

- No tray to heighten the drum kit (both musicians at the same height and in 

front of stage) 

- We’ll need a chair or flightcase to heighten the Vox amp in at least 50cm of 

height. 

- In case of travelling by plane, we’ll need a drum kit, a cab 4x12 " (fender, 

hiwatt) and an ampli with reverb and integrated tremolo (and switch pedal) 

Fender Twin Reverb and/or Vox AC15-30. We take the rest (orange dual-terror, 

space-echo, cymbals). 

 

LIGHTS  

- We prefer against and facade 

- Some RED and the YELLOW (warm, especially not blue-white-red colors svp) 

- Fog machine (a lot of smoke yes) 

 

PARKING LOT: please plan a parking space near the venue. Vehicule Model: 

Volkswagen T4. 

 

CATERING: cold drinks (water, sodas) Alcohol: red wine, beers, something 

stronger accepted. Well-balanced meals. Kittle if possible (to drink mate).  Local 

specialities and exotic pleasures strongly appreciated.
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